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PREMIUM QUALITY

POOL FILTERS

The importance of POOL FILTERS

has been producing high quality pool

products for their South African clientele since 1969.

Amongst other things, we provide a range of pool filters to

suit any kind of pool. Our years of experience allows us to provide our

clients with only the best pool filters to help them maintain a clean swimming pool.

SPECK

Unfortunately, a pool pump alone is not sufficient to ensure a squeaky-clean swimming 

pool.  It is essential to have a pool pump that works in conjunction with a filter to  

successfully maintain a pool. Pool filters work to trap contaminants and particles to keep 

pool water clean and bacteria free. 

The expert team at Speck Pumps is available to assist our customers in choosing both a 

pool pump and a pool filter that will best suit their needs. The kind of pump and filter one 

will need depends on the size of the pool and whether there are additional features in the 

pool.
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CHOOSING THE

RIGHT POOL FILTER

Sand filters are easy to operate and maintain. The system works by using a special type of 

sand that traps particles in the 20-to-100-micron range. This filters’ efficiency increases 

as it collects dirt, allowing it to maintain its functionality throughout its lifespan. This filter 

sand should still be replaced every two to three years to ensure optimal filtration.

Cartridge filters are able to trap particles in the 25-to-100-micron range. These filters 

are comparatively easy to clean as they can be hosed down with a high-power hose upon 

removal from the filter housing. Cleaning should be performed with care as excess pressure 

can damage the filter. This filter should be replaced yearly. 

When it comes to choosing a filter

for a pool, bigger is not always better.

A pool filter will have to be properly matched to

the size of the pool pump. There are two main kinds

of filters to choose from, namely sand filters and cartridge filters.
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AQUASWIM®

FEATURES:

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Our Aquaswim®

pool filters are high-rate sand

filters that are strong, reliable and

simple to operate. These filters 

have seamless, one-piece moulded 

polyethylene tanks and are fitted with 

a smooth operating side mounted 

multiport valve for the easy selection of 

the standard operating features.

Non-corrosive high flow 
ABS internal components

Automatic internal air 
relief system 

60-month ex-factory 
warranty from date of 

purchase 
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BADU®TEC

FEATURES:

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

The strong and reliable

BADU®Tec sand filter has all

the features and qualities required

to keep a swimming pool in top shape. 

These sand filters have a seamless, one-

piece moulded polyethylene tank that 

is fitted with a smooth operating top 

mounted multiport valve for easy selection 

of the standard operating features.

Non-corrosive high flow 
ABS internal components

Automatic internal air 
relief system 

12-month ex-factory 
warranty from date of 

purchase 
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BADU® KOI FILTER

FEATURES:

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Our BADU® Koi Filter

maintains all the special

features and qualities desired by

koi enthusiasts, giving hours of satisfaction

from a koi pond or water feature. This sand filter 

has a unique quick release lid for easy manual 

back washing and maintenance. It also has a 

smooth operating side mounted multiport valve to 

enhance user experience. This filter has a durable 

roto-moulded one-piece polyethylene tank ideal 

for leak prevention. 

Automatic air relief 
system

Non-toxic Non-corrosive

Twelve angled free flowing 
collector arms 

UV resistant

18-month ex-factory 
warranty on tank from 

date of purchase 
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BADU®ECO WISE

FEATURES:

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Our BADU®Eco Wise

cartridge filter range offers all

the features expected by a water-wise 

user. This filter can be utilised on pools or 

spa’s and is 100% recyclable. These filters 

are manufactured from high strength ABS 

material known for its impact resistance, 

which ensures that these filters are strong 

and reliable. This cartridge filter is also 

simple to operate. 

Self-drainage 12-month ex-factory warrant
 from date of purchase 
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JUMBO FILTER

FEATURES:

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Our high-quality

Jumbo Filter offers our

clients all necessary features to

ensure that their pool is crystal clear. This

7-bag filter is specifically designed for large

pools, such as those found in resorts, hotels, public 

spaces, and schools. This product has a seamless 

one-piece moulded polyethylene tank and is 

complete with a smooth side mounted multiport 

valve for the easy selection of operating features. 

This is a truly simple to operate and reliable option.

Non-corrosive high flow 
ABS internal components

Automatic internal air 
relief system

24-month ex-factory 
warranty on the tank from 

date of purchase 
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